WINES BY THE GLASS

RƯỢU

SPARKLING

RICE LIQUOR

2013 MICHEL GONET ”LES 3 TERROIRS” BLANC DE BLANCS

LUA MOI | 45% | VIETNAM | NV

FRANCE | CHAMPAGNE | AVIZE ................................................ 155

Award-winning rice liquor from Vietnam made of ripe rice distilled several
times for greater purity. Clean taste with clear hints of rice ........ 95 (4 CL)

2018 WITTMANN SEKT RIESLING
GERMANY | RHEINHESSEN | BIODYNAMIC ................................ 120

NEP MOI | 30% | VIETNAM | NV

Award-winning spirits made with sticky rice. Clean round taste with clear
soft tones of sticky rice and coconut........................................... 95 (4 CL)

WHITE
2019 LOUIS MOREAU CHABLIS 1ER CRU VAU LIGNEAU
FRANCE | BOURGOGNE | CHABLIS | SUSTAINABLE ................... 170

2019 DOMAINE L'AIGLE À DEUX TÊTES SAVAGNIN NATURÉ
FRANCE | JURA | CÔTES DU JURA | ORGANIC .......................... 165

2018 GYSLER FELDGEFLUSTER RIESLING FEINHERB KABINETT
GERMANY | RHEINHESSEN | BIO .............................................. 130

DRINKS & COCKTAILS

2019 H&M HOFER GRÜNER VELTLINER
AUSTRIA | NIEDERÖSTERREICH | WEINVIERTEL | ORGANIC ....... 115

2019 A HÁROM GRACIA TOKAJ FURMINT/HÁRSLEVELÜ

GIN & TONIC | 5 CL GIN

HUNGARY | TOKAJ | TOKAJ NOBILIS | ORGANIC (NOT CERT.) ... 140

ETSU GIN |

JAPAN

ROSES | SWEDISH TONIC WATER GRAPEFRU IT ........................... 140

ORANGE – SKIN MACERATED WHITE
2018 FIO ”JOJO ORANGE JUICE” RIESLING
GERMANY | MOSEL | ORGANIC (NOT CERT.) ............................. 155

ROKU GIN |

JAPAN

GINGER | SCHWEPPES TONIC TWIST OF LIME ............................ 140

NO. 1 DRY GIN ELDERFLOWER |

SWEDEN

LEMON ZEST | FEVER TREE INDIAN TONIC ................................. 140

RED

VATTUDALEN DRY GIN |

2021 CHÂTEAU DE GRAND PRÉ BEAUJOLAIS NOUVEAU
FRANCE | BOURGOGNE | BEAUJOLAIS | ORGANIC .................... 120

2019 DOMAINE DES COGNETTES PINOT NOIR

SWEDEN

STAR ANIS | SCHWEPPES TONIC PINK PEPPER ............................ 140

STOCKHOLMS BRÄNNERI DRY GIN |

SWEDEN

CLOVES | FEVER TREE MEDITERRANEAN TONIC .......................... 140

FRANKRIKE | LOIRE | ORGANIC ................................................ 135

2018 H&M HOFER ZWEIGELT
AUSTRIA | NIEDERÖSTERREICH | WEINVIERTEL | ORGANIC ....... 115

WINE CANS
It's the inside that counts, they say. These cans are filled with
wine made by fantastic wine farmers who work with respect of
nature in the vineyard and with minimal intervention in the wine
cellars. They all have appeared on our wine list. That’s all good.
But the outside counts more than you might think. By dropping
wine in cans instead of glass bottles, there will be up to 72% less
CO 2 emissions per litre. 33cl is just over 2 glasses of wine, so if
you have decided on two glasses, have a can instead!

SIGNATURE DRINKS with a taste of Vietnam
#FUCKCORONA
GIN | RICE LIQUOR | PHỞ-SYRUP | SOY SAUCE | CHILI |
TONIC ...................................................................................... 140

REX GINGER MOJITO
WHITE RHUM | MINT | LIME | FRESH GINGER | GINGER SYRUP |
SODA WATER ........................................................................... 140

INDOCHINE COFFEE
VIETNAMESE ICED COFFEE | SIMPLE SYRUP | BRANDY | GRATED
DARK CHOCOLATE ................................................................... 140

BASIL BOURBON SOUR
BOURBON | ANGOSTURA BITTERS | LIME | THAI BASIL | BASIL
SEEDS | SIMPLE SYRUP .............................................................. 140

2020 SECKINGER JUICE CHARDONNAY

LITCHI GIMLET

GERMANY | PFALZ | NIEDERKIRHEN | ORGANIC | 33 C L ............. 325

GIN | LYCHEE LIQUEUR | LIME | SIMPLE SYRUP ......................... 140

2020 ANDRES JUICE RIESLING

JAPANESE BRIDGE

GERMANY | PFALZ | DEIDESHEIM | ORGANIC | 33 C L ................. 315

YUZU SHU | RICE LIQUOR | LIME | SIMPLE SYRUP..................... 140

2020 WIHLER JUICE SPÄTBURGUNDER
GERMANY | BADEN | IHRINGEN | ORGANIC | 33 C L ................... 325

WINE LIST

d

CHAMPAGNE
2013 LOUIS ROEDERER ”CRISTAL” BRUT
FRANCE | CHAMPAGNE | SUSTAINABLE

Legendary producer with a legendary champagne in 1876 for the Russian Tsar Alexander II. 60% pinot noir and 40%
chardonnay. No malolactic transformation. The second fermentation took place according to traditional bottled method.
Dosage 8 grams/liter. The wine was stored a full seven years on the lees .................................................................. 3790
2014 DHONDT-GRELLET ”LE BATEAU” CRAMANT GRAND CRU EXTRA BRUT BLANC DE BLANCS
FRANCE | CHAMPAGNE | ORGANIC (NOT CERT.)

Le Bateau makes only around 1000 bottles per year. Not chaptalized, the malolactic fermentation started naturally, nonfiltered, cleared or stabilized, 36 months sur lattes. 100% Chardonnay - imagine a really nice white Grand Cru Burgundy,
but with bubbles. Clean and elegant, with a generous aftertaste .............................................................................. 1900
NV DHONDT-GRELLET ”DANS UN PREMIER TEMPS” EXTRA BRUT
FRANCE | CHAMPAGNE | ORGANIC/BIO (NOT CERT.)

50% Chardonnay, 30% Pinot Noir, 20% Pinot Meunier from various plots across Sezanne, Cuis, Avenay Val d'or. 70%
comes from 2016 and the rest is from a solera that was started in 1986. Manual harvest, whole bunches pressed and
fermented with natural yeast in steel tank and barrique. No chaptalization, clarification or filtration, malolactic
fermentation started naturally, around 4-5g/L dosage ................................................................................................. 850
2006 LAHERTE FRÈRES ”OENOTHEQUE” BRUT NATURE
FRANCE | CHAMPAGNE | BIO (NOT CERT.)

100% Chardonnay from three lieux-dits (individual vineyard locations): Les Frileux, Épernay and Les Rouges Maisons in
Chavot. Spontaneous fermentation in older 225-liter barriques (3-10 years old). Seven months of storage on the lees with
regular batonnage. No malolactic transformation or filtration. 140 months on the lees. Degorgered by hand in June 2020
without dosage. 25 mg/l so2 when pressing. Organic yeast and cane sugar for second fermentation. Only 90 bottles in
the vintage so don’t miss out! ................................................................................................................................... 1900
2016 LAHERTE FRÈRES ”LES LONGUES VOYES R16”
FRANCE | CHAMPAGNE | BIO (NOT CERT.)

100% directly pressed Pinot Noir from 37-year-old vines in east position. Spontaneous fermentation, 18 months on the
lees in older barriques with regular batonnage. No malolactic transformation. 24 months on the lees. Degorged by hand
in January 2020 with 4 g/l dosage. 25 mg/l so 2 when pressing. Organic yeast and cane sugar for second fermentation.
Organic MCR (concentrated grape must, dosage). Very structured and open considering its young age ................... 1150
NV LAHERTE FRÈRES BLANC DE BLANCS BRUT NATUR
FRANCE | CHAMPAGNE | BIO (NOT CERT.)

100% Chardonnay from vines with an average age of 35 years. Organic/biodynamic farming without certification.
Spontaneous fermentation in older burgundy barrels and foudres. Six months of storage with regular stirring. Partial
malolactic conversion (20%). Base year 2018 with 50% reserve wine from 2016 and 2017. 15-24 months sur lattes.
Degorged by hand in January 2021 without dosage.................................................................................................... 850
2015 EMILIEN FENEUIL ”CUVÉE TOTUM” BRUT NATURE
FRANCE | CHAMPAGNE | EKO MED BIODYNAMISKA METODER

Pinot Meunier, Pinot Noir, Chardonnay and a gable Petit Meslier, from 40-year-old logs. The proportions are
approximately 60/30/8/2. The different grape varieties and parcels are pressed and fermented together. Spontaneous
fermentation in old 228-liter and 400-liter barrels. 30 mg/l so2 added when pressing. Organic yeast and cane sugar.
Bottled September 2016. Degorgerad June 2019 without dosage. Complex taste where flowers and tropical fruits are
combined with umami. 1100 bottles in total ............................................................................................................ 1800

WHITE
FRANCE
2019 DOMAINE ELENI ET EDOUARD VOCORET CHABLIS 1ER CRU LES BUTTEAUX
BOURGOGNE | CHABLIS | BUTTEAUX | SUSTAINABLE

Eleni and Edouard Vocoret have in a short time gathered a cult following and have been praised for their wines that show
tremendous precision. The grapes come from the upper part of Butteaux in the lower part of Montmains, where they
grow in lime-rich white clay soils. Nice, detailed and very mineral with a lovely tense structure and mouthfeel. Fine tones
of herbs, lemon and grapefruit .................................................................................................................................. 1100
2008 DANIEL-ETIENNE DEFAIX CHABLIS 1ER CRU LES LYS
BOURGOGNE | CHABLIS | LES LYS | SUSTAINABLE

Daniel-Etienne Defaix is the proud owner of one of the oldest domains in Chablis, which has been passed down from
father to son for four generations. He has made a name for himself with his meticulous handling of the vinification which
also includes an extraordinary bottle storage before the wines are put on the market. The wine offers an elegant bouquet
of green apple, almond pulp, dried flowers and buttered citrus fruits. A very elegant and resistant Chablis, with fullness,
length and elegance of age ......................................................................................................................................... 940
2018 DOMAINE MONTANET-THODEN ”LE GALERNE” BOURGOGNE VÉZELAY
BOURGOGNE | VÉZELAY | ORGANIC

Spontaneous fermentation and storage in stainless steel tanks without temperature control. Full malolactic transformation.
No fining, but light filtration through diatomaceous clay. A wine with an almost electrical energy, tones of apples, melon
and crispy minerality................................................................................................................................................... 720

2017 DOMAINE PIGNIER “SAUVEGEON” SAVAGNIN
JURA | CÔTES DU JURA | BIO

Sauvageon is the old local name of the grape Savagnin, suggesting that the grape has historically been wild-growing. The
grape material comes from farms mentioned back in the 13th century. In 1794, the Pignier family took over the farms
from monks. This cuvéen has been raised for 12 months on topped egg-shaped barrels, providing minimal oxidation.
Here we talk elegance, purity and salty aromatic energy............................................................................................. 950
2019 RATAPOIL CÔTES DU JURA ”TROTTE-MENU” OUILLÉ CHARDONNAY
JURA | CÔTES DU JURA | ORGANIC

Raphaël Monnier started making wine with with 5 hectares in 2009 while working as a teacher in Arbois. He then named
his project "Ratapoil" which is a local slang word for hobby winemakers. Nowadays he is a full-fledged winemaker who
makes fantastic wines with great respect for nature. A complex Chardonnay in classic Jura style with white flowers and
racy acidity ................................................................................................................................................................. 950

2019 JÉRÔME ARNOUX ARBOIS OUILLÉ ”ENTRE-DEUX” SAVAGNIN
JURA | ARBOIS | ORGANIC

Jérôme Arnoux started working in the vineyards in Jura as a 17-year-old. Now more than 20 years later, he has spent 10
years as a winemaker with the legendary Domaine Tissot. Entre-Deux is made on 100% Savagnin. Grapes are pressed
and fermented with natural yeast in old oak barrels. Stored 20 months in topped up barrels ("ouillé") to avoid oxidation.
A balanced fresh wine with fine tones of nuts, spices, lychee and green apples .......................................................... 780

2017 PIERRE MÉNARD ”CLOS DES MAILLES” ANJOU BLANC
LOIRE | ANJOU-SAUMUR | ANJOU | BIO (NOT CERT.)

A textbook example of a pure and fine dry Chenin Blanc. Pierre works hard to avoid botrytis to maximize the pure
expression. Grapes from three parcels with 100, 25 and 8 year old vines, all of which grow in clay over schist. 80% was
vinified on old oak barrels and the rest on steel tank. Yellow plums, quince, beeswax and grape typical minerality ... 840
2018 PIERRE MÉNARD ”PLUTON” ANJOU BLANC
LOIRE | ANJOU-SAUMUR | ANJOU | BIO (NOT CERT.)

Pierre Ménard's flagship made from specially selected grape material from logs growing in phthanite (a blue shimmering
stone that is the pre-stage to schist). The result is Chenin Blanc extra everything! 7.1 g/l residual sweetness balanced
perfectly against 4.04 g/l acid. Only 497 bottles of this vintage ................................................................................. 1250

2015 VALLÉE MORAY MONTLOUIS-SUR-LOIRE ”AUBÉPINE”
LOIRE | TOURAINE | MONTLOUIS-SUR-LOIRE | ORGANIC

The vines are between 50 and 100 years old growing in flint clay. The grapes were harvested by hand after which they
were pressed carefully and rested on mainly old oak barrels for 2 years. A structured Chenin Blanc with rich seductive
ripening tones ............................................................................................................................................................. 760
2018 THIBAUD BOUDIGNON “LA VIGNE CENDRÉE” SAVENNIERES
LOIRE | ANJOU-SAUMUR | SAVENNIÈRES | ORGANIC (NOT CERT.)

A truly phenomenal Chenin Blanc with a nice creaminess in Burgundian style. Grapes from 0.5 ha in lieu-dit La Vigne
Cendrée in Savennières, with southern exposure and clay soil. Fermentation takes place in steel tank and then the wine
is stored for 12 months on 226 l old Burgundian oak barrels and foudres ................................................................. 1200
2017 THIBAUD BOUDIGNON ”À FRANÇOIS(E)” ANJOU BLANC
LOIRE | ANJOU-SAUMUR | ANJOU | ORGANIC ( NOT CERT.)

Fantastic Chenin Blanc from one of wine world's brightest shining stars. The grapes come from his finest location in Anjou.
The wine is dedicated to his mother who died of cancer when Thibaud was 17 years old. If he feels that the wine does
not live up to his mother's memory he will refuse to bottle it. The taste is of course wonderful — tight, fruity, with crisp
acidity and well-defined minerality ........................................................................................................................... 1050
2018 DOMAINE CHAMPALOU VOUVRAY ”LES FONDRAUX” DEMI SEC
LOIRE | TOURAINE | VOUVRAY | HÅLLBAR ODLING

100% Chenin Blanc from vines planted in a soil rich in clay and lime in Vouvray. Fermentation and storage takes place
on a steel tank. The wine is stored for 11 months on the lees before bottling, which contributes to a finely tuned
creaminess. The semi-dry finish of about 14g/l is balanced by a fresh acidity. Notes of white flowers, grilled lemons and
honeydew create a balanced blend of freshness, body, minerals and liveliness. A gastronomic wine .......................... 700

2019 VINCENT PINARD ”CHÊNE MARCHAND” SANCERRE
LOIRE | TOURAINE | SANCERRE | BUÉ | EKO (EJ CERT.)

Grape material from the historic village of Chêne Marchand in Bué. The vines are more than 40 years old. Handharvested, rigorous sorting of the grapes, whole bunch presses in pneumatic press, natural yeast, rested with the lees for
18 months in large oak barrels, half of which with newer oak. Lightly filtered when bottling. This is classic old-school
Sancerre completely unaffected by the volatility of trends ........................................................................................ 1000

2018 DOMAINE DE VEILLOUX ROMORANTIN
LOIRE | TOURAINE | C HEVERNY | VIN DE FRA NCE | ORGANIC/BIO

Domaine De Veilloux’s Romorantin grows in lime-rich sandy and clay soils where the basic soil gives the grape must a
boost of freshness. Handpicked grapes, natural yeast, 10 months on the lees in large old oak barrels. No clearance but a
lighter mechanical filtration. Large, elegant, fresh and herbaceous .............................................................................. 830

2015 PIERRE FRICK ”CARRIERE” AUXERROIS BLANC
ALSACE | BIO

The grapes come from Krottenfues (just above Grand Cru Vorbourg). The grapes were pressed directly in pneumatic press
and the must fermented with the natural yeast without temperature control on very old oak barrels. The wine was stored
on the same foudres for 11 months and underwent full malolactic fermentation. Filtered through cellulose plates and
bottled without added sulphur.................................................................................................................................... 710
2019 CHRISTOPHE LINDENLAUB ”EN ÉQUILIBRE” RIESLING
ALSACE | ORGANIC

The Lindenlaub family has been growing wine in Dorlisheim, Alsace since 1759. Christophe, who now manages
cultivation and winemaking, switched to organic in 2009. Grapes from the hills around Dorlisheim that grow in clay and
limestone and are harvested by hand. Fermentation with natural yeast. Storage in steel tank and bottled unfiltered without
added sulphites. Full-bodied where the little leftover sweetness is supported by both a fine acidity and an unusually
prominent food-friendly saltiness – hard to resist! ...................................................................................................... 700
2018 KUENTZ-BAS GEISBERG ”TROIS CHÂTEAUX” GRAND CRU RIESLING
ALSACE | BIO

The Geisberg ("Goat Mountain") is one of Alsace's foremost crus, known for producing long-lived Rieslings. Only three
wine farmers grow wine on this complex terroir of limestone, marl and sandstone. Manual harvest of biodynamically
farmed grapes, careful pressing for 10-12 hours, natural yeast, Ten months on the lees in steel tanks. Residual sweetness
8.8g/l. Quince, pineapple, peach, spicy grilled lemon, some ripening tones, razor sharp acidity and salty minerality . 850

GERMANY
2020 PETER LAUER AYLER RIESLING “FASS 6 SENIOR”
MOSEL SAAR RUWER | ORGANIC WITHOUT COPPER SULFATE (NOT CERT.)

Classic Mosel with wet stones, green apples and white flowers. Young but already fully drinkable. Because of Germany's
somewhat messy rules, it is classified as Ortswein but the grapes origin is really Ayler Kupp, that is Grand Cru. Some of
the vines are 120 years old and ungrafted .................................................................................................................. 740
2017 PETER LAUER SAARFEILSER GROSSES GEWÄCHS RIESLING ”FASS 13”
MOSEL SAAR RUWER | ORGANIC WITHOUT COPPER SULFATE (NOT CERT.)

Classic attributes like green apples, lime and wet stones, here backed up by herbs, flowers and a creaminess from 8
months on lees with battonage ................................................................................................................................... 980

2018 J.B. BECKER WALLUFER OBERBERG RIESLING KABINETT ”HALBTROCKEN”
RHEINGAU | ORGANIC

Eleven months fermentation in old large oak barrels with natural yeast. Minimal sulphur added when bottling. Spices,
ripe pineapple, juicy grey pears, candied ginger and a perfect balance between the residual sweetness (15.2 grams/l) and
the razor-sharp acid .................................................................................................................................................... 690
2009 J.B. BECKER ”WALLUFER WALKENBERG” RIESLING SPÄTLESE TROCKEN
RHEINGAU | ORGANIC

Walkenberg's south-east location protects against direct sunlight while the sun's rays are reflected up from the river. Handpicked grapes, natural yeast, large old oak barrels and long time on the yeast precipitate. Big flavors of dried apricot,
orange peel, mango, honey, passion fruit, amazing minerality and a finely tuned fruity sweetness balanced well by the
freshness of the acidity ................................................................................................................................................ 800

2018 WAGNER-STEMPEL GUTSWEIN SCHEUREBE TROCKEN
RHEINHESSEN | BIO

Scheurebe is a cross between Riesling and Bouquetraube. Most often it is used for sweet wines because it is extremely
difficult to make dry wines without losing balance. The taste is reminiscent of fresh Riesling with large doses of grapefruit
and juicy peach that blooms in green tones of blackcurrant leaves reminiscent of Sauvignon Blanc ........................... 620
2017 WEINGUT KELLER RIESLING VON DER FELS
RHEINHESSEN | SUSTAINABLE

Klaus-Peter Keller’s wines can be found in Buckingham Palace's wine cellar. He is known for his meticulous handling of
the entire process from grape to bottle that produces powerful wines with tremendous precision. Von der Fels is KlausPeter's favorite. It's not GG but the taste delivers on that level. An aromatic and spicy powerhouse, very fresh taste where
you will find green apples, gooseberries, lemongrass, orange blossoms, honey, lime and a knife-edge white pepper . 830
2017 WITTMANN ”KIRCHSPIEL” GROSSES GEWÄCHS RIESLING
RHEINHESSEN | BIO

Starts off racy and elegant before unraveling, with a richly spiced frame and a core of fruity flavors of red peach, Meyer
lemon and persimmon. A very seductive and refined version, offering a bit of creaminess offset by crystalline acidity. The
powerful finish is full of ripe, spicy flavors and creamy notes .................................................................................... 1400
2017 WITTMANN ”MORSTEIN” GROSSES GEWÄCHS RIESLING
RHEINHESSEN | BIO

Morstein was mentioned in writings back in 1282. Here are optimal conditions on the limestone slope. Intense herbal on
the nose and an overwhelming elegance and concentration of yellow fruits, spices and minerals followed by a crystal clear
crunchy finish. It does not get much better than this ................................................................................................. 1400
2016 KÜHLING-GILLOT ”PETTENTHAL” GROSSES GEWÄCHS RIESLING
RHEINHESSEN | ORGANIC WITH BIODYNAMIC METHODS

From the steepest slopes in Rheinhessen, with unusually rocky soil forcing the roots of the vines to find their way deep
into the ground for water and nutrition. The location and soil produce fantastically lively and spicy wines that are nothing
like the tighter wines of the more famous Morstein and Kirchspiel............................................................................ 1300

2016 DÖNNHOFF ”OBERHÄUSER LEISTENBERG” RIESLING KABINETT
NAHE | ORGANIC (NOT CERT.)

Hand-picked grapes from vines with an age of 25-40 years growing on a steep slope of grey slate clay with perfect
conditions for cabinet wines. Fermentation and storage on steel tanks and large old oak barrels. The wine has a precision
and elegance with perfect balance between acidity, spiciness and fruitiness ............................................................... 700
2016 DÖNNHOFF “DELLCHEN” GROSSES GEWÄCHS RIESLING
NAHE | ORGANIC (NOT CERT.)

The vines are 15-30 years old and grow on a steep slope with roots in slate and porphyry soil. A very refined bouquet of
peach, rosehip and wild berries in the nose. Amazing concentration, elegance and finesse. The finish is so long and
mineral-rich that you almost lose your breath ........................................................................................................... 1100

2017 DR. BÜRKLIN-WOLF ”ALTENBURG” PREMIER CRU RIESLING MAGNUM
PFALZ | BIO

One of the top locations in Wachenheim with a history dating back to the Middle Ages. East facing slope with optimal
sunshine that warms the white gravel and sandstone soil. The roots find their way far down for water and minerals.
Spontaneous fermentation in large, old oak barrels, maturation of the yeast in the same barrel until bottling in August
2018. Creamy, spicy and fresh. 8.7 grams of residual sweetness ............................................................................... 1800
2017 DR. BÜRKLIN-WOLF ”LANGENMORGEN” GRAND CRU RIESLING
PFALZ | BIO

Possibly Bürklin-Wolf's most elegant wine from a parcel of just 0.68 hectares. A “Morgen” is an old land measurement,
the size of a piece of land that one man could work in one morning. Red and white sandstone with loess provide minerals
and warmth. Spontaneous fermentation in large old oak barrels, maturation of the yeast in the same barrel until bottling
in December 2019 ................................................................................................................................................... 1650
2018 SECKINGER LEINHÖHLE ”DECEMBER LESE” RIESLING
PFALZ | EKO

A superb wine from the young Seckinger brothers. As the name reveals, it is about grapes harvested in late December but
it is not a traditional spätlese as the residual sweet clocks in at just under half a dry 10g/l. Full malolactic transformation
gives a creaminess that even more contributes to the late harvest's fullness of autumn apples and the typical spice you will
find in Pfalz. Minimal SO2, of course .......................................................................................................................... 980
2018 SECKINGER ”KIESELBERG” RIESLING WURZELECHT
PFALZ | ORGANIC

Rising star Jonas Seckinger's top spot with 70-year-old vines growing in red sandstone. Seckinger's rieslings always undergo
malolactic fermentation, which gives a nice creaminess without losing freshness. The grapes fermented spontaneously in
old oak barrels, no filtration or clearing. Only 5 mg/l sulphur added ......................................................................... 1200
2017 SECKINGER ”ÖLBERG” RIESLING
PFALZ | ORGANIC

Lower than Kieselberg, which gives a fatter almost Burgundy style with less spice than Kieselberg but the same nice electric
dry freshness. The grapes spontaneously fermented in old oak barrels, no filtration or clearing. Only 5 mg/l sulphur added
................................................................................................................................................................................. 1050
2016 A. CHRISTMANN ”MEERSPINNE” GROSSES GEWÄCHS RIESLING
PFALZ | ORGANIC

Dry, full bodied, very tight, focused and nuanced, fruity taste of yellow apples, distinctive mineral character and a hint of
flowers. The aftertaste is long, clean and elegant....................................................................................................... 1300

AUSTRIA
2 019 WEINGUT INGRID GROISS GRÜNER VELTLINER
NIEDERÖSTERREICH | WEINVIERTEL | ORGANIC

Grüner in fruitier style with emphasis on ripe pears and peaches along with that grape-typical white pepperiness. Ingrid
is a young acclaimed winemaker who works with the least amount of intervention in the vineyard. The grapes come from
steep vineyards with iron-rich and chalky loess soil. The grapes are macerated for six hours with the skins before pressing.
Natural fermentation in steel tank and storage with lees for four months before bottling ............................................ 580
2015 E&M LANG GRÜNER VELTLINER ”DRITTER AKT” SCHRECK
NIEDERÖSTERREICH | KREMSTAL | BIO

Freshness like a Chablis but storage on the yeast precipitate has given a rich texture. The fine grape-typical herbiness is
there, backed by even more sting like ginger and fine fruitiness of yellow apples and peaches. The grapes are grown
biodynamically and harvested by hand ..................................................................................................................... 1200
2 013 NIKOLAIHOF ”STEINER HUND” RIESLING RESERVE
NIEDERÖSTERREICH | W ACHAU | BIO

2013 was a tricky year but yielded amazing wines if the winemaker knew out of it would be handled. Nikolaihof is of
course such an exceptional winemaker. The wine was three years old in oak barrels before it was bottled. Concentrated
taste of white ripe peaches and citrus, but there is also a complexity that goes beyond those fruits – fresh herbs, dried
spices, freshly ground white pepper, salty mussel shells .............................................................................................. 990
2 002 NIKOLAIHOF ”VINOTHEK” RIESLING
NIEDERÖSTERREICH | W ACHAU | BIO

Vintage wine from Austria's biodynamic wine pioneer. The wine has spent 16 years at on the lees in old oak barrels before
it was bottled in 2016. Here you are invited on a journey with snacks like dried fruit, apples, lime, flowers, tropical fruit
and fine freshness. The aftertaste just keeps on giving. .............................................................................................. 1900
2 016 FRANZ HIRTZBERGER ”ROTES TOR” GRÜNER VELTLINER SMARAGD
NIEDERÖSTERREICH | W ACHAU | SUSTAINABLE FOLLOWING CODEX WACHAU

Delicate aroma with fresh spicy fruit, mineral, as well as discreet petroleum tones. Well-structured dry fresh taste with
nice mineral note, hints of apple, gooseberry, ripe pear, banana and apricot ........................................................... 1100
2 016 FRANZ HIRTZBERGER ”SINGERRIEDEL” RIESLING SMARAGD
NIEDERÖSTERREICH | W ACHAU | SUSTAINABLE FOLLOWING CODEX WACHAU

Wonderful wine from one of the world's most celebrated wine makers. Fresh and fruity with ripe tropical fruit, honey,
peach, citrus and mineral. Well structured, tightly woven but velvety, richly fruity, very fresh and nicely mineral driven,
hints of honey, citrus and tropical fruit in an elegantly balanced, dry, elegant style ................................................... 1700
2 018 WEINGUT PRAGER ”KLAUS” RIESLING SMARAGD
NIEDERÖSTERREICH | W ACHAU | SUSTAINABLE FOLLOWING CODEX WACHAU

Mineral-driven tight and very energetic Riesling with hints of Nashi pears, thyme, honeydew melon, lime, grapefruit and
orange peel............................................................................................................................................................... 1100
2016 F.X. PICHLER GRÜNER VELTLINER SMARAGD LOIBENBERG
NIEDERÖSTERREICH | WACHAU | SUSTAINABLE FOLLOWIN G CODEX WACHAU

The Pichler family, who have run their farm for five generations, has a straightforward ambition – to produce world-class
wine. And, of course, that's exactly what they do. The wine offers powerful finesse and an impressive length consisting of
crushed wet stones, white peach, pear, mandarin, lemongrass and the classic white pepper that you want to find in a
good grüner .............................................................................................................................................................. 1200

POLAND
2019 DOM BLISKOWICE JOHANNITER
LUBELSKIE | BIO (NOT CERT.)

Johanniter is a 1968 breed of Riesling and unnamed grape derived from Rulander and Gutedel. It was developed at the
Freiburg Wine Institute by Dr Johann Zimmermann (hence the name Johanniter) with the aim of producing a grape with
resistance to mildew which was successful. Fruity taste with notes of melon ............................................................... 780

SPAIN
2018 FORJA DEL SALNES ”LEIRANA” ALBARIÑO MAGNUM
GALICIA | RIAS BAIXA S | ORGANIC (NOT CERT.)

40-90 year old vines from granite and sandy soil. No malolactic fermentation, 6 months on steel tank without battonage,
20% stored on foudres. Mineral driven dry albariño with a nice freshness from sun-ripe lemons, grapefruit and peach. In
the background notes of ginger, honeysuckle and quinine. Magnum 150 cl ............................................................. 1300

PORTUGAL
2018 LUÍS SEABRA VINHOS ALVARINHO ”GRANITO CRU”
MINHO | VINHO VERDE | ORGANIC (NOT CERT.)

Grapes from vines planted in 1989 in granite-rich soils in three different vineyard locations in the village of Paderne in
the northern part of Vinho Verde. The fermentation takes place on large old barrels and then the wine is stored for 12
months on large old barrels without batonnage .......................................................................................................... 770

2019 LUIS SEABRA BRANCO ”XISTO CRU” BRANCO
DOURO | ORGANIC ( NOT CERT.)

Cuvee on mostly local grape variety Rabigato with complex freshness of mineral and citrus backed by orchard excess,
acacia, orange blossom, newly mown grass and a nice white peppery spice ............................................................... 820

ITALY
2018 COLLECAPRETTA ”PIGRO DELLE SORBE”
UMBRIA | ORGANIC (NOT CERT.)

Greco grown on slopes at 500 meters in lime and iron-rich clay. Direct pressing, spontaneous fermentation in open
amphorae without temperature control. Storage in fiberglass tank. A rerouting to separate the lees. No clearing or filtration
and no added sulfur. If you do not know Greco – think Chenin Blanc but from Italy .................................................. 725

GREECE
2018 KONTOZISIS ”A-GRAFO” ASSYRTIKO
THESSALY | KARDITSA | ORGANIC

Beautiful floral Assyrtiko with everything from the citrus tree – flowers, fruit, leaves and zest. The wine has spent 34 hours
macerating with the skins. Partly whole bunches of carbonic fermentation. Full malolactic fermentation, 4 months on the
lees with battonage. Unfiltered, unfined and no added sulfur ..................................................................................... 790

2017 VASSALTIS ASSYRTIKO
CYCLADES | SANTORINI | BIO (NOT CERT.)

Grapes from un-grafted vines with roots deep in the volcanic soils on the beautiful island of Santorini. Fermentation of
whole bunches with natural yeast followed by 6 months sur lie in stainless steel vats. The result is a fresh generous wine
with a tremendous minerality that keeps everything in place ...................................................................................... 920

SLOVAKIA
2019 STREKOV 1075 ”VELTLÍN” GRÜNER VELTLINER
SLOVAKIEN | JUŽNOSLO VENSKÁ | BIO (NOT CERT.)

Grüner Veltliner with its austere white pepperiness is one of our favorite grapes for our food. Here an umami aromatically
healthy Grüner from Slovakia's most natural wine pioneer Zsolt Sütő. Soil is settled clay with a high content of iron and
lime, which gives wines with minerality and fine acidity. The wine has been with the lees for 10 months before it was
bottled unfiltered, unclear and without added sulphur ............................................................................................... 790

CZECHIA
2017 MILAN NESTAREC ”UMAMI”
MORAVIA | BIO (NOT CERT.)

The young but experienced winemaker Milan Nestarec has a thing for Asian food, and to that end he has created this
cuvée. Blend of Traminer, Riesling, Müller Thurgau and Palava. Loess, ranks 6-15 years. The grapes were given 3-5 days
of maceration (deseeded) in open vats, which gave structure but no tannins to speak of. 2 years on oak and acacia barrels.
Natural yeast, no filtration or clearing. No added sulfur .............................................................................................. 860

HUNGARY
2017 ATTILA HOMONNA ” FURMINT + HÁRSLEVELŰ” TOKAJI
TOKAJ | ORGANIC (NOT CERT.)

A blend of 80% Furmint and 20% Hárslevelň from vines that are between 40-80 years old. Spontaneous fermentation of
250l and 500l old oak barrels The wine had to lie with yeast precipitation until it was bottled. White flowers, yellow fruits,
fine freshness and a certain waxiness .......................................................................................................................... 770
2019 BENCZE BIRTOK CHENIN BLANC
BALATON | BADACSONYI | BIO

Finely tuned, fresh and fruity unfiltered biodynamic Chenin Blanc from Hungary. The hand picked whole bunches were
pressed and set to ferment in 330 liters of terracotta amphorae and 300-400 liters of old oak barrels. After about 11
months, the wine was bottled without clearing or filtration and without any added sulphur ....................................... 750

JAPAN
2018 SHIMANOUCHI FUJIMARU ”DELA TABLETOP”
TOKYO | KANT Ō |

Delaware is a vitis labrusca grape, i.e. a grape of North American origin, but has been grown in Japan for many years.
You can find it mainly in Yamagata in the north. Here we find a palpable scent of jasmine flowers backed by tones of
fennel and wild herbs. The acid is fresh, long and food-friendly ................................................................................. 750

ORANGE
SKIN MACERATED – green grapes macerated with the skins
FRANCE
2019 SONS OF WINE “VIN DE MESS”
ALSACE | BIO (EJ CERT.)

No less than 16 different grapes in this wine, including Riesling, Gewürztraminer, Pinot Gris, Auxerrois, Sylvaner,
Chardonnay, Muscat and Verdejo. It really sounds like a mess, but the wine is super tasty and fresh with hints of flowers
and a lot of fruit. Farid Yahimi aka Sons of Wine is an organic négoçiant, based in Beblemheim, Alsace, which has a very
distinctive, young and rebellious style of winemaking ................................................................................................. 690

GERMANY
2020 ENDERLE & MOLL ”MUSCHELKALK” WEISSBURGUNDER
BADEN | ORGANIC/BIO (NOT CERT.)

There are lot of talk in the wine world about Enderle & Moll and their natural wines with a fantastic structure and freshness.
Here a Weissburgunder (Pinot Blanc) that was skin macerated for just over one week. Wonderful tones of tropical fruit,
rooibos tea, savory acidity and a finely tuned tannin structure .................................................................................... 735

HUNGARY
2018 RÉKA KONCZ ”EASTERN ACCENTS”
MÁTRA | ORGANIC (NOT CERT.)

Annamaria trained as an oenologist in Deberecen, Hungary. She then worked at various wine bars in Copenhagen and
had a traineeship in vineyards in Italy, Slovenia and France. Although she has only made three vintages, her wines have
already found their way to some of the best restaurants in Europe. Grape material from farms under conversion to organic.
70% Hárslevelű that was skin-macerated for five. The remaining 30% is mainly Királyleányka which was semi-carbonic
macerated for two weeks, as well as some Riesling and Furmint ................................................................................. 690

CZECHIA
2016 MILAN NESTAREC ”GINTONIC” SAUVIGNON BLANC
MORAVIA | BIO (NOT CERT.)

”Feeling supersonic, Sauvignon Blanc is my Gin Tonic”, the young wayward wine maker Milan Nestarec sings. An odd
but super tasty sauvignon blanc – light orange with one week skin contact for 1/3 of the grapes. Unfiltered no added
sulfur. Fresh hints of grapefruit, passion fruit and oranges ........................................................................................... 950

SLOVAKIA
2016 SLOBODNÉ VINÁRSTVO ”CUTIS DEVINER”
JUŽNOSLOVENSKÁ | BIO

Devin is a local grape crossed from the heady floral Gewurztraminer and the peppery Roter Veltliner. In this cuveé, Devin
is joined by mother Gewurztraminer. The grapes were harvested by hand. Scalpiolistation for 5 weeks with pigeage 3
times per daily. Unfiltered and only 20mg/l sulphur.................................................................................................... 730

‘

SPAIN
2017 COSTADOR ”METAMORPHIKA” CHENIN BLANC
CATALONIA | ORGANIC (NOT CERT.)

Lighter orange wine with a week scin maceration, which gave a certain structure but not much tannins to talk about.
Fermented on amphora with controlled temperature, followed by 6 months on lees with battonage in old French oak.
Unfiltered and unusually fresh citrus freshness for an orange wine. The wine comes in a ceramic bottle made of clay from
the vineyard. No added sulphur ................................................................................................................................. 750

ITALY
2019 COLLECAPRETTA ”TERRA DI PRETI”
UMBRIA | ORGANIC (NOT CERT.)

The Trebbiano Spoletino grape, not to be confused with Trebbiano Toscana (Ugni Blanc), is very rare. Spontaneous
fermentation with one week of skin maceration of whole grape bunches, then soft pressing and four months of storage in
stainless steel tank. No clearing or filtering. Complex taste with hints of flowers and stone fruits ................................. 780

NEW ZEELAND
2017 SATO ”L’ATYPIQUE” PINOT GRIS
SOUTH ISLAND | CENTR AL OTAGO | ORGANIC W ITH BIODYNAMIC METHO DS

The enthusiasts Yoshiaki Sato and his wife Kyoko have a vision to show the world that so-called natural wines are not at
all about taste (volatile acids and funkiness) – it's about no additives and pure fine flavors, which requires a lot of the
winemaker. This Pinot Gris is just like the name reveals atypical. Cold vintage that yielded plenty of acidity, 24 days of
skin-maceration and 15 months on French oak with full malolactic transformation, unfiltered and unclarified. 15mg/l
sulphur added to bottling ............................................................................................................................................ 770

ROSÉ
EU/SWEDEN
2018 WINE MECHANICS ”FISTFUL OF LOVE” PINOT NOIR ROSÉ
GOTHENBURG/PFALZ | B IO (NOT CERT.)

A Swedish rosé? Well, almost! Grapes were picked from Deidersheim in the Pfalz, Germany, and vinified by wine pioneer
Wine Mechanics in Gothenburg. 90% steel plus 10% old oak barrels, zero sugar, healthy gulpable and rosé made with
100% Pinot Noir ......................................................................................................................................................... 630

FRANCE
2020 DOMAINE YOHANN MORENO VIN DE FRANCE ROSÉ
LANGUEDOC | CORBIERS | BIO

Mostly Grenache backed by some Mourvedre grown in clay and limestone. Natural yeast, fermentation in steel tanks,
minimal with sulfur added when bottling. The taste is fresh and very fruity, like a bottled summer day to remember . 680

RED
FRANCE
2018 DOMAINE MONTANET-THODEN ”CUVÉE GARANCE”
BOURGOGNE | VÉZELAY | ORGANIC

Spontaneous fermentation with whole bunches in open oak barrels. Two weeks of scalping with pigéage at the beginning
and overflushing at the end. Ten months of storage in older burgundy barrels (228 litres) and feuillettes (132 litres). No
fining, but a light filtering. ........................................................................................................................................... 670
2016 JEAN TARDY ET FILS ”LES ATHETS”
BOURGOGNE | CÔTE DE NUITS | CHAMBOLLE-MUSIGNY | ORGANIC (NOT CERT.)

Somewhat more powerful than the average Chambolle-Musigny, which stems from the specific climat of Jean Tardy’s
allotment. Cherry and plum, violet, spices and fine silky tannins. Elegant but powerful ............................................ 1200
2016 DOMAINE MARQUIS D'ANGERVILLE VOLNAY 1ER CRU CHAMPANS
BOURGOGNE | CÔTE DE BEAUNE | VOLNAY | ORGANIC/BIO

The vines grow in limestone soil on slopes to the southeast. Extremely elegant silky wine with balanced aromas built up
by cherries, cranberries, mushrooms, roses, dried spices such as cinnamon and bay leaves. Long grand finish ......... 2000
2018 JEAN FOILLARD CÖTE DU PY MORGON
BOURGOGNE | BEAUJOLAIS | CÔTE DU PY | ORGANIC (NOT CERT.)

Jean Foillard certainly shows that Gamay is in no way subordinate to Pinot Noir. Floral with ripe strawberries and
cranberries, sandalwood and minerals. Soft well-integrated tannins. Grapes from old vines, some around 100 years . 850
2016 JEAN FOILLARD ”CUVÉE 3.14”
BOURGOGNE | BEAUJOLAIS | CÔTE DU PY | ORGANIC (NOT CERT.)

This wine is not made every year. It is mostly a barrel selection of the Côte du Py, where it is the oldest vines and the
main locations, and then only from the best years. Jean lets it lie a little longer on the barrel, and in the bottle, and releases
it a year after his usual Côte du Py. And what about the strange name? 3.14=PI≈Py as in Côte du Py :) ................. 1100
2018 LAURA LARDY CÖTE DU PY MORGON
BOURGOGNE | BEAUJOLAIS | CÖTE DU PY | ORGANIC (NOT CERT.)

Laura is a fourth generation winemaker and started making her own wine in 2017 at the age of 27. Grape material from
85-year-old vines, 10 months in oak barrels, fruit concentration, harmonious perfume, full to the width of yummy forest
berries and the finest sun-ripe strawberries, ounces of back thyme, rosemary and blood orange in an incredibly balanced
and finely tuned taste, fresh acidity and a well-tuned finish ........................................................................................ 800

2018 DOMAINE DE L'AIGLE À DEUX TÊTES CÔTES DU JURA "LES CLOUS POULSARD”
JURA | CÔTES DU JURA | ORGANIC

Poulsard is the most important blue grape in the Jura. It has a very thin skin that produces bright, sometimes almost
pinkish, fresh, voluptuous wines with fresh food-friendly acidity and terroir-typical minerality. Here a food-friendly
Poulsard with an earthy smoky spiciness and nice freshness ....................................................................................... 820
2020 HUGHES BEGUET ARBOIS ”SILK BLUE”
JURA | ARBOIS | BIO

Feather-light biodynamic blend of 75% Poulsard, 15% Trousseau and 5% Savagnin. The inspired move to have Savagnin
replace Pinot Noir in the otherwise classic trio from Jura provides freshness and spice. Careful handling in the wine cellar,
natural yeast, no filtration or clearing, no added sulphur ............................................................................................ 950

2019 LES CAVE DES NOMADES ”CAMINO ROJO”
LANGUEDOC-ROUSSILLON | BANYULS | VIN DE FRANCE | BIO

Blend with traditionally vinified Grenache and directly pressed Syrah. The grapes are tended to using biodynamic
methods. Natural yeast and no clearing or filtration. Super fresh yet with pronounced dark fruits filled with natural energy.
On the back of the bottle you can read "Contient de l'amour et des sulfites naturels issus de la fermentation" – "contains
love and natural sulphites from fermentation" ............................................................................................................. 820

GERMANY
2011 BERNHARD HUBER SCHLOSSBERG SPÄTBURGUNDER GROSSES GEWÄCHS
BADEN | ORGANIC (NOT CERT.)

Bernhard Huber. a.k.a The Wizard of German Pinot Noir, sadly passed away in 2014. The vineyard has since been run
by his son Julian, who continues in the spirit of his father. This vintage is thus one of Bernhard's last. In Schlossberg, wine
has been grown since 1492. The steep slope requires manual work and the skeletal soil with bright yellow limestone is
geologically rare at the foot of the Black Forest. The wine has great inner warmth and depth, fantastic structure,
pronounced minerality and dense fruit ..................................................................................................................... 1790
2018 ENDERLE & MOLL ”LIAISON” PINOT NOIR
BADEN | ORGANIC/BIO (NOT CERT.)

Enderle & Moll have earned themselves a cult following in the wine world, with their natural wines with great structure
and freshness. Here we are offered floral, mineral rich elegance with tart cherries, cranberries, dried herbs and mushrooms
..................................................................................................................................................................................750¨
2018 ENDERLE & MOLL ”BUNTSANDSTEIN” PINOT NOIR
BADEN | ORGANIC/BIO (NOT CERT.)

Hand-picked grapes from vines that grow in colored sandstone. Like all Spätburgunder from Enderle & Moll, this wine is
all about elegance rather than power. It's a wine you have to listen to, and if you listen carefully, the reward is huge. The
wine is silky, berry with elegant spices ........................................................................................................................ 910
2017 WASENHAUS ”VULKAN” SPÄTBURGUNDER
BADEN | SUSTAINABLE

One third of the grape material with whole bunches, gentle extraction and powerful natural fermentation for ten days.
Pressing 14 days after harvest after which it was raised in old French oak barrels for one year followed by six months on
stainless barrels before bottling. Fresh and elegant with hints of raspberry and crow's berries, silky tannins and a slight
spiciness ..................................................................................................................................................................... 900

2015 FRANK JOHN PINOT NOIR
PFALZ | BIO

Grape material from calcareous soils. Alcohol fermentation and full malolactic fermentation in old 250 liter and 500 liter
oak barrels where it then was let to mature for 2 years. Super elegant with beautiful notes of cherries and forest berries
backed by spiciness such as cloves, tobacco, almonds, white pepper and rose petals ................................................. 990

AUSTRIA
2018 CLAUS PREISINGER ”PUSZTA LIBRE!”
BURGENLAND | BIO (NOT CERT.)

Biodynamically cultivated field blend on mostly Zweigelt backed up by a dose of Sankt Laurent for some extra spiciness.
Carbonic maceration, unfiltered and no added sulphur.......................................................................................... 610

SCHWEIZ
2017 DOMAINE JULIEN GUILLON ”CUVÉE MATEO” PINOT NOIR
VALAIS | BIO

Wine from Switzerland is not a common sight on Swedish wine lists, which is simply due to the fact that the Swiss drink
up most of it themselves. Julien Guillon is rising star in Switzerland. His vineyards are located at 900 meters altitude in
the slopes of the Alps, which means cool climate and wines with a distinct natural freshness. The natural theme is followed
up in the wine cellar = no added sulphur and unfiltered.......................................................................................... 1100

CZECHIA
2016 OTA ŠEVČÍK SANKT LAURENT
MORAVIA | BIO

The young talented winemaker Ota Ševčík is one of the founders of the Czech natural wine organization Autentisté. All
members work biodynamically and use natural yeast, no additives except sometimes a minimum of sulfur. Sankt Laurent
is related to Pinot Noir but has a slightly deeper spicier tone ...................................................................................... 750

SLOVAKIA
NV STREKOV 1075 ”FRED #8”
JUŽNOSLOVENSKÁ | BIO (NOT CERT.)

Cuvee from the natural wine pioneer Zolt made from Alibernet, Blauer Portugieser and Dunaj. The wines are in solera
and new bottling therefore gets a number instead of a vintage. This particular vintage has a fine concentration of dark
fruits with a backbone of freshness and Zolt's characteristic irony minerality. There is also finely tuned fresh spice (fresh
peppermint)................................................................................................................................................................ 690

HUNGARY
2019 BENCZE BIRTOK PINOT NOIR
BALATON | ORGANIC/BIO

Very vibrant, fresh and fruity unfiltered biodynamic Pinot Noir from Hungary. The vines were planted in 1999. Ten days
of fermentation in open tanks without stems. The wine lay and rested with the lees in stainless steel tanks for 5 months
before being bottled without filtration or clearing. Only 10 mg/l added sulphur ......................................................... 720

SERBIA
2017 OSZKÁR MAURER KADARKA 1880
SUBOTICA-HORGOŠKE PE ŠČARE | DÉL-CSONGRÁD | ORGANIC

The vineyard Nosza Högyek is home to the oldest vines of Kadarka in the world, and Oszkár cares tenderly with ecological
and biodynamic methods. It is only at particularly favorable vintages that he bottles the wine as "1880" – the other years
the grapes are mixed with grapes from younger vines of Kadarka. Kadarka is often described as Eastern Europe's Pinot
Noir. In Kadarka wines you will often find notes of lingonberries where Pinot Noir pulls more towards sour cherries . 840

GREECE
2018 THYMIOPOULOS NAOUSSA ALTA
MACEDONIA | XINOMAVRO | ORGANIC

In Naoussa, the Thymiopoulos family has been growing the Nebbiolo-like Xinomavro grape for many generations. The
vineyard is cared for with organic and biodynamic methods. The soil consist of limestone and volcanic rocks. 18 days
maceration and fermentation with natural yeast for 1-3 months in old French oak barrels. Unfiltered and with minimal
sulfur added................................................................................................................................................................ 690

USA
2016 LINGUA FRANCA ”AVNI” PINOT NOIR PIED DE COLLINE
OREGON | WILLAMETTE VALLEY | EOLA - AMITY HILLS | BIO

AVNI Pinot Noir reflects the complex taste profile of the Eola-Amity Hills fruits, with their rocky volcanic soils. Floral,
smoky, mineral rich with notes of red cherry, raspberry, cranberry and black plum leading up to a long silky finish ... 990
2016 CRISTOM PINOT NOIR LOUISE VINEYARD
OREGON | WILLAMETTE VALLEY | EOLA - AMITY HILLS | SUSTAINABLE

Planted in 1993, Louise Vineyard was named for Cristom winegrower & owner Tom Gerrie’s great-grandmother, Louise
Dinkelspiel. An ethereal fragrant impression on the nose with a bright, red fruits that is framed in sweet spices and
flowers. The palate has a strong array of ripe red cherries with sappy complexity and crisply defined tannins . 1100

NEW ZEELAND
2017 SATO ”PISA TERRACE” PINOT NOIR
SOUTH ISLAND | CENTR AL OTAGO | EKO

The enthusiasts Yoshiaki and Kyoko Sato want to show the world that so-called natural wines are not at all about taste
(volatile acids and funkiness) but pure wines without additives. Blend on three separate fermentations from the same
location – two with completely stalked grapes and one with whole bunches. All three have fermented spontaneously.
Careful manual pressing once a day, then pressing in vertical basket press. A total of three weeks of maceration. 19 months
on French oak, of which 13 percent new barrels. 5 mg/l sulphur added for racking and 10 mg/l when bottling. No clearing
or filtering ................................................................................................................................................................... 800

